Ultimate RB’s success is the result of
innovation, high quality products,
and excellent customer service.

Before You Buy
Ultimate RB USA Made Stall Mats carry a 15-Year Limited
Warranty to ensure your investment is wellgrounded.
Horse owners nationwide have come to know and trust
the Ultimate RB name for quality and reliability.

Are Larger Mats Better Than
Smaller Mats?
Large mats have drawbacks! Large mats, such as a
6' x 12', weigh up to 288 lbs. and are not designed for
livestock use. Those mats are very hard and contain
bers such as nylon and rayon, which do not expand and
contract with the rubber, eventually resulting in curling,
cracking, and shrinking.

Other Uses For Ultimate RB
USA Made Stall Mats:
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Dog Kennels
Dog Runs
Horse Trailers
Livestock Trailers
Wash Rack Areas
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Aisleways
Muddy Areas
Grooming Stalls
Tack & Feed Areas
Dog Agility Courses

Also Comes In Rolls!
Rolls come in standard sizes,
4' x 25', and 4' x 50'.

" thick,

Ultimate RB USA Made Stall Mat " thick material is
warranted only for normal horse stall applications. ( "
thick mats may not be su cient for draft horses under
long-term use.) " thick Ultimate RB USA Made Stall
Mats are also available, and are warranted solely for use
as trailer ooring, barn aisle-ways, or in stalls exclusively
used for miniature horses. Interlocking Ultimate RB USA
Made Stall Mat kits in the " thickness are available
through special order at your local Ultimate RB USA
Made Stall Mat distributor.
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Main manufacturing/shipping locations
include Oregon and Ohio.
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Textured Anti-Skid Surface
Smooth, Easy to clean

The Ultimate RB
Advantage
Ultimate RB is an exciting, progressive, and
expanding company. Our success is the
result of innovation, high quality products,
and excellent customer service. Constant
attention to these core elements has
allowed us to become one of the largest
manufacturers of recycled rubber products.

Increased Comfort and Safety
Most stall surfaces - concrete, dirt, clay or aggregate
(loose ll) - are hard on animals who stand for extended
periods of time. Ultimate RB USA Made Stall Mats
provide maximum support and traction, while antifatigue qualities reduce the amount of stress on your
animalsʼ legs, back, and muscles. Ultimate RB USA Made
Stall Mats are also easily installed, resilient, and durable.

Prevent Damage to Floors from
Pawing Horses
Ultimate RB USA Made Stall Mats decrease the e ects
of a digging horse by giving you an even oor eliminating
the need to re ll holes previously dug.

Cut Stall Cleaning Time In Half
Ultimate RB USA Made Stall Mats provide cushioning to
support horsesʼ knees, so you only need to keep
enough bedding to absorb the waste. This reduces your
daily maintenance time and costs by 50%.

Eliminate Stall Odors
A modest amount of bedding used along with Ultimate
RB USA Made Stall Mats absorbs waste atop the mats.
Removing the soiled bedding allows you to remove nearly
100% of the waste and odor.

Commonly Asked
Questions
Q. What are the differences between
rubber mats?
A. Most mats are manufactured using a vulcanization
process. During manufacturing, sulfur is mixed with
rubber, heated, and pressed in molds while emitting
harmful pollutants into the air. This allows us to o er
a variety of sizes and factory sheared edges for a
tighter t and stronger, more resilient mats.

Q. Do smooth mats have the same traction
as textured mats?
A. The amount of traction in a mat is directly related
to the softness or hardness of the mat. The harder
the surface, with or without texturing (pebbles,
diamonds, or grooves), the more slippery the mat
is. The softer the mat, with or without texturing, the
more traction the mat will provide.

Q. Are some mats softer than others?
A. Polymer bonded mats are much softer than
vulcanized mats. Vulcanized mats are very hard
due to the extreme pressure used to bond the
rubber together. We use a space age polymer agent
speci cally designed to provide our mats with the
utmost strength, resilience, cushioning, and comfort.

Q. What about drainage grooves?
A. A mat is only as thick as its thinnest point. When
installing grooved mats over any surface, the
grooves become a prime area for bacteria to grow
and multiply. The draining feature works only when
all of the grooves are lined up throughout the stall.
Installing grooved mats actually requires more
matting in order to line up the grooves.

Q. Where does the urine go?
A. When properly installed, Ultimate RB USA MadeStall
Mats are tight- tting with no large gaps along the
walls or seams. Use an adhesive/caulk to seal and
glue mats together, or allow the bedding to pack into
the seams to create an e ective caulk. This provides a
surface where urine can pool on top of the mat and be
absorbed by bedding. The bedding absorbs the urine,
so cleaning your stall removes nearly all of the waste.

